POLITICS-ECONOMICS
Politik und Wirtschaft als aktuelle Prozesse
18.08

1

VOTING 10. JUNE 2018
The voters had a determined
opinion on the two voting
templates. It was about the
popular initiative «Full
Money Initiative» and the
Referendum on the Money
Games Act, that demanded network closures against foreign
Internet casinos..

22.05.2018 – 10.06.2018

a ) What are the results?
- «Full money-initiative»:
- money games act: 
b) What majority did the full money initiative need to get? 
c) How many votes were there?

Bild : SRF
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E CLAT AFTER G7-MEETING
US President Trump left the
G7 summit early, although no
breakthrough in the trade
dispute was in sight. It turned
out during the talks that the
US President
is no longer interested in multilateralism.
He is only concerned with his motto «America first».
He withdrew his agreement to the joint declaration after
the G7 summit a few hours later by decree.
It did not help the other countries in any way, not even with
regard to customs duties.
The countries concerned are now taking the US to the WTO
for the new protective tariffs.

a) In which country did the meeting take place? 
b) Which countries belong to the G-7? 
c) Which country insisted in inviting the president Trump? 
d) Why did the president leave the meeting that early? 
e) Which goals does WTO have? 
f ) How did the president publish his withdrawal of the common explanation?
g) Which products have been subject to protective tariffs in the USA since 1
June?

Bild: SRF
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L IT TERING THE SEAS WITH PLASTIC
Plastic waste in the oceans
has devastating consequences
for animals and man.
According to scientists there
should be more than 140
million tons
plastic waste in the oceans.
According to researchers, in 30 years more as many
plastics are present as fishes in the oceans.
In the Mediterranean you have the biggest plastic sinners in
the countries like Turkey, Italy and Egypt.
Tourism is driving marine pollution into the
summer months by an additional 40 percent to
above. The EU Commission now intends to ban
plastic products to protect the environment.
Recycling is also to be intensified.

a) Which plastic objects will the EU ban? 
b) Why are plastics and other plastics dangerous in the sea?

c) What is so special about the Mediterranean, which is very dangerous for pollution?
d) Which materials are collected and recycled in Switzerland?
e) Name materials that are collected and separated in your company.

Bild: SRF
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N EITHER MAN NOR WOMAN- THE 3RD SEX
The Swiss legal system knows
only male or female. One of
2000 newborns is born with a
sex variation. Around 200
people in Switzerland feel like
transmensifiers. A change of
sex in the passport requires a judicial procedure. For
people who feel they have the wrong body or are born
with an ambiguous gender, everyday problems often
arise. Bild : SRF

a) What are transgenders? 
c) What do you call the action when someone publicly acknowledges his
homosexuality or his transgender sex?
d) In which Swiss law book would the third sex have to be registered?

?
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ETHISCHE
GRUNDFRAGE

Ist es für Sie ethisch vertretbar, dass es drei
Geschlechter gibt? Bitte Rückseite benutzen

FREMDWÖRTER


determinde



multilateralism



recycling 
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Language topic 3: SEA LIT TERIN WITH PLASTIC
Describe and reflect on how you deal with waste, especially plastic waste and plastic packaging.
What do you personally do to avoid waste
Amount 10-12 sentences

Inhalt / Sprache / Form im ‹ Handbuch Kompetenzen ›






Structure of the text ( introduction, arguments, conclusion)
Logical linking of arguments
Cautious, but determined in the formulation
Express your personal opinion and rating clearly
Tense present
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